The Inner Insulation Tent adds an extra layer of insulation, blocks cold drafts of air, helps retain body heat inside your tent, and provides a cozy and warm feeling inside your Skycamp.

Please follow these instructions for an optimal installation.

STEP 1: Take the Inner Insulation Tent out of its bag and spread it open inside your Skycamp.

STEP 2: Locate the two large zippers that constitute the front door of the Inner Tent and place them in front of the Skycamp’s entrance.

STEP 3: There are 6 black fabric loops on the inside of your Skycamp’s hard shell: 1 on each corner, and 2 on the top middle part of the aluminum rail. Start by connecting the hooks of the Inner Tent on the two bottom corners of the hard shell, and then make your way up, connecting all 6 hooks.

STEP 4: Clip the plastic hooks of the Inner Tent’s middle section onto the round aluminum bar in the middle of the Skycamp.

STEP 5: Find the 2 remaining fabric loops located on each corner of the aluminum extension panel, and attach the Inner Tent’s hooks.

STEP 6: Tuck the Inner Tent’s excess material along and under the sides of the Skycamp’s mattress to prevent any cold drafts of air coming inside.

You’re done! If you’d like to keep the windows or front door of the Inner Tent open, you can roll them back and attach them in place.

IMPORTANT: be sure to unclip the Inner Insulation Tent from the round aluminum bar before closing your Skycamp. Failing to unclip the inner tent could result in tearing damage.

If you have any questions, please contact us at info@ikamper.com